
 

Fifth Sunday of Lent - Sunday, March 18 | Pray + Fast + Give Alms  

 

Dear Parishioners: 
 

Jerimiah writes of the new covenant the LORD will write on our hearts. The universe came to see that the new 
covenant was not a new set of laws, rules or regulations, but a person — Jesus the Christ. In the Old Testament a 
covenant was marked / sealed by a sacrifice (animal). In this sacrifice, however, the covenant is sealed not by  
animal sacrifice, but by the sacrifice of a person. 
 

This person, Jesus was not just the victim, but was (and is) the priest who offers himself at every Mass through the 
priest who acts in persona Christi (in the person of Christ). Part of the significance of an animal sacrifice is that 
the animal gives its whole self, nothing is held back. So too does Jesus, he gives us his all and holds nothing back. 
His is a complete surrendering into his Father’s love for us. And unlike the animals used, he knows fully what is 
happening. 
 

In this case the full knowledge of the victim and the one to offer the victim is one in the same and totally in  
agreement of what is to be done. The complete unselfish and disinterested donation of the self — for the sole  
purpose of the salvation of the enemy. Jesus had no personal “need” to die on the cross. His purpose was to  
save us and allow us to encounter him, his love and ultimately, our heavenly Father’s love. 
 

When we hear that he learned obedience from what he suffered, we should not think Jesus was a defiant child 
‘learning his lesson,’ rather think more of one who loved God and throughout his life strove to follow his holy 
will. At a point in life one encounters a dreaded disease and now learns the depth necessary to live God’s plan  
with grace. The body learns to settle into suffering and still follows the holy will of God [God’s will is never that 
we suffer because he wants us to, but to always walk in love and goodness in the suffering] rather to live in grace 
even in the face of suffering. 
 

So, what do we do with this? We could take on the request of the Greeks in today’s Gospel and strive to see  
Jesus. (I’m getting some help here from Fr. Peter Cameron, O.P.). To see Jesus requires dedication, devotion  
and wholehearted personal commitment. Because to see Jesus means to see and share in the way he himself  
selflessly serves the Father.  
 

To see Jesus also requires a submission undeterred by fear, hardship, or pain. It means approaching Jesus with the 
same confident obedience with which Jesus approached his “hour.” To see Jesus means seeing beyond the agony 
of the present afflictions so as to perceive the power and compassion of divine Providence at work in every human 
misery. 
 

To see Jesus is no simple task if we are to take it seriously. When we truly see him, we will also encounter him in 
a profound and life changing way. No one can encounter Jesus and remain the same. Something will change in our 
heart and it will turn more and more to see him but also to see like he sees — with love, compassion, openness, 
truth, goodness, etc. Something will (must) change in you or me.  
 

To see God will bring about a transformational moment for all who ‘see’ him. This seeing is NOT a one-time 
event. A lifetime of encountering Jesus will bring about more life changing moments since his grace pierces layer 
after layer of our sin, pride, arrogance, etc. Our personality can be quite complicated and advancing in one area of 
holiness often revealing another path not yet traveled.  
 

The joy we can experience from encountering Jesus will be short-lived if we think we “got it,” in the one moment. 
St. Peter went through several encounters with Jesus and each brought him closer and closer to the Sacred Heart.  
I think that is one of the greatest rewards of encountering Jesus, there is always more to see, more to love, move to 
joy to experience.  
 

No matter how much we come to know Love, there is ALWAYS more, for God is bigger than anything or anyone 
we could have imagined. No one can exhaust the richness of God who is Love. Even in the fullness of heaven, we 
will live in an eternity of growing in love with Love. There is ALWAYS more with God. Perhaps we should use 
encountering Jesus since it continuously ongoing. 
 

Let make the last two weeks of Lent a time of encountering Jesus in the depths of our minds, hearts and souls. 
 
 

  Pace – bene,  

 A Letter from our pastor...    


